The author of the article in question considers such linguistic phenomenon as strategies of communicative influence employed at creating a politician's communicative image, taking as a model the current president of the United States of America Donald Trump. The author analyzed a great number of texts created by the politician under consideration ranging from speeches to public statements to press conference statements, answers and comments to twit posts during the period of about five years since 2013 up to present time. The aim of the research is to single out major means of making and maintaining a peculiar image of the politician of interest. The author refers to the notion of a communicative strategy or a strategy of communicative influence as an aspect of deliberate planning, arranging and achieving communicative and non-communicative intensions of a speaker / writer as well as the means of making up a communicative image as a whole. Peculiar attention is paid to such dominant and frequently used by Donald Trump strategies as strategy of self-presentation, discrediting of real and imaginary opponent, strategy of emphatic denial of obvious facts. It is worth mentioning that definite stylistic devices and expressive means within the frames of the mentioned above strategies are also dealt with.
Problem Statement
Our particular attention is drawn to one of the characteristics of a linguistic individuality behavior:
we are particularly interested in the strategies of communicative influence in the texts (official addresses, blog entries, press conference comments, etc.) produces by the current President of the USA.
Research Questions
To achieve the purposes of the research the following research questions should be dealt with:
Communicative strategies in the texts by D. Trump
To single out basic communicative strategies used by Donald Trump in his speeches, public addresses and blogs in social networks (mainly Twitter blogs);
Language means
To define and comment upon the language means within the strategies singled out;
Communicative image
To reveal characteristic features of Donald Trump's communicative image, expressed by means of the strategies of communicative influence.
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the current research is to describe and analyze peculiar individual features of the strategies of communicative influence application in the textual material by Donald Trump and define their impact on the creation of the communicative image of the politician in question.
Research Methods
In accordance with the aim, tasks and the procedure, the following methods of research have been employed in our work: 
Findings
There is no doubt about the fact that the major part of the population of any country, as well as the citizens of other states, closely link the image of the country and political developments in it with the public figure of the President. On the other hand, the main aim of the President is to please his own people (the population of the country), to meet their expectations and besides, to create an unforgettable image, to make it significant.
In the course of the research we considered an unfavourable combination of communicative strategies, which leads to the creation of the outrageous image of a politician. It certainly may attract some groups of population as well as repel others, or most likely create ambiguity and confusion.
The article deals with the consideration of the communicative image of current president of the USA Donald Trump, who cuts a figure which is very difficult to comprehend, a person with outrageous speech and non-verbal behavior, a person whose actions are extremely difficult to predict, which in the opinion of some political analysts, sociologists and psychologies is on the borderline with some mental disorder. The author of a word combination 'fake news', which thanks to him became "the word combination of the year" according to Oxford Dictionary; the person constantly blamed of being a racist, which may be easily proven by such utterances of his as 'shithole' (concerning Haiti and its peopleм), or "laziness is a trait in blacks', etc., Trump himself strongly denies all the accusations and chooses the strategies of creating his image, which may be characterized as rather active, offensive, pushy. In this research paper we considered, analyzed and commented upon the most frequently used of them.
http: //dx.doi.org/10.15405/epsbs.2018.04.02.17 Corresponding Author: Elmira Nikiforova Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of the conference eISSN: First of all it is necessary to consider the very notion of "a communicative strategy" or "a strategy of communicative influence". Currently there is no universally accepted definition or even more or less universal interpretation of the term, that is why we find it possible to agree with P. V. Zernetsky and those who support his point of view and refer to his definition as it is rather accurate, laconic and functional. So, P.V. Zernetsky considers that a communicative strategy is a creative realization by the communicant of his plan of composing his speech behavior with the aim of achieving a global verbal (or non-verbal) target of communication in the frames of a speech event (Gerassimova,2017) . Taking into consideration the definition given above, we distinguish in D. Trump's texts the following dominant communicative strategies: self-presentation strategy, discrediting strategy and the strategy of emphatic denial. The use of these strategies in combination leads to the creation of the image of an aggressive, charismatic and very self-assured politician.
Further on we are going to analyze the strategies mentioned above individually, one be one.
Self-presentation, in O.N. Bykova's point of view is "an emotional self-posing of a speaker, indirect demonstration of mental qualities of his personality for building up a definite impression of him and his purposes" (Kudashkina & Zolotarev, 2017) . In political speech self-presentation plays the key role (Zelyanskaya, 2013) . This strategy may be manifested in two modes: as direct and as indirect selfpresentation. In D. Trump's speeches the predominant type is that of direct self-presentation. So, it stands to reason to dwell upon its characteristics in more detail. Direct self-presentation is an explicit favourable characteristics given by a speaker to himself. This mode is resorted to when the accusations against a politician call first and foremost for the amelioration of his image in the eyes of the audience.
So, let us give some examples: 1) "My IQ is one of the highest -and you all know it! Please don't feel so stupid or insecure; it's not your fault." The president openly says that he is a genius. To explain this statement he resorts to a popular in the western world theory of the IQ, which, in his opinion is extremely high in his case. To emphasize the idea he uses the superlative degree of the adjective "high". Further we come across an improper generalization "you all know it", which is resorted to not as a personal subjective opinion, but as a proven objective fact.
To crown it all the author uses derogatory epithets "stupid" and "insecure" with reference to all other people in general and to those who criticize him in particular. More than that, the second sentence in form is a polite condescending request more reminding of mockery at possible opponents (Trump, 2013) .
2) "I'm just thinking to myself right now, we should just cancel the election and just give it to Trump, right?" Judging by this statement the presidential candidate is so confident in himself (or at least is pretending to be) that he considers the elections just an unnecessary formality. The rhetorical question in this case serves as emphatic statement and addressing himself in the third person creates an illusion of the objective impartial estimation (Maccaskill, 2016 (Swanson, 2017 ).
Trump mentions the US Constitution, implying that the document is a paragon of humanism, dignity and the triumph of law. The author makes use of such strong epithets as beloved; timeless; foundation of peace, prosperity, and freedom. He also uses the epithet 'great' with reference to the history of the USA, giving the quotation from the very Constitution. Besides, it is worth noting that such a small extract from the speech as given above abounds with words with a positive evaluative connotation (pride, peace, prosperity, freedom, inspiration, respect, human dignity, beautiful words). In the extract the speaker plays a part of an obedient and ardent executor of the will of the people of the USA, adherer to the ideals of democracy and observance of human rights and freedoms. This is also an example of indirect self-presentation on his part.
Besides the strategy of self-presentation in the texts studied by us, the tendency of D. Trump to discredit his opponents, be it Hilary Clinton (his rival for precedency), Barak Obama (his predecessor as a President), 'recalcitrant' mass media or the leaders of other countries, is more than evident. The strategy of http://dx.doi.org/10.15405/epsbs.2018.04.02.17 Corresponding Author: Elmira Nikiforova Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of the conference eISSN: 120 discrediting is directed at making a negative image of an opponent. In its application, the locus act is generally aimed at changing the cognitive and value orientations of the observers. This strategy can be implemented through a series of techniques: ridicule, undermining confidence, insult, and the explication of lies.
So let us give some examples of the way D. Trump makes productive use of the strategy of discrediting his opponents or just those whom he considers to be his rivals (and the list may be too long to give in this work): . The author implies that all professional politicians (his opponents) are scoundrels. 2)"There aren't too many people outside protesting" (Valverde, 2017) .The president denies an evident fact -actually thousands of people were marching in the streets.
1) One of the key problems today is that politics is such a disgrace. Good people don't go into government
3) "Clinton made a false ad about me where I was imitating a reporter GROVELING after he changed his story. I would NEVER mock disabled. Shame!" . In this extract apart from the use of grammatical devices (emphatic phrase with a modal verb "would', contrast of compound two-part http: //dx.doi.org/10.15405/epsbs.2018.04.02.17 Corresponding Author: Elmira Nikiforova Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of the conference eISSN: 121 sentences and a simple one-part sentence, the use of an exclamatory sentence), the author resorts to graphic expressive means, capitalizing a number of words.
Conclusion
So, as a result of the analysis of a number of text authored by US President Donald Trump, we have identified such dominant strategies of communicative influence as self-presentation, discrediting real and possible opponents, emphatic denial of obvious facts. It is worth noting that the application of these strategies is typical both for public speaking and for posts in the social network Twitter, which indicates the existence of a constant, stable trend towards their application. Besides, it is of great interest that the strategies mentioned above are used not separately, but in different combinations, which strengthens the communicative effect produced. Even used separately each of the analyzed strategies is rather active, aggressive, pushy. Used in a combination they produce an interesting communicative image -that of the image of a charismatic, outrageous, assertive, aggressive, authoritarian politician striving to achieve his aims by all means. On the level of linguistic and stylistic means these strategies are characterized by the application of the following means, noticed by us in all the texts by American politicians that we have come across: emotionally coloured vocabulary with ameliorative and pejorative connotations, the use of implicatures, the use of different intensifying grammatical structures, emotionally loaded epithets, rhetorical questions.
